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Swiss RegTech Start-up Riskifier announces successful completion of a Proof of Concept with
the OLYMPIC Banking System.

Riskifier has successfully completed a proof of concept (POC) with ERI’s OLYMPIC Banking System,
which has been showcased recently during the ERI "After Work Rooftop Event - 360° Innovation"
evening in Zurich.
Riskifier embarked on the Proof of Concept with ERI, the provider of the leading banking application the OLYMPIC Banking System - earlier this year.
Riskifier and ERI have been working on the integration of Riskifier’s investor risk profiling solution
within the OLYMPIC Banking System through an API.
Riskifier’s solution uses a chatbot approach for a user centric experience; it integrates the latest
findings of behavioral Finance to help financial institutions turn risk profiling into an engaging
experience – especially for digital natives.
The proof of concept shows how Riskifier’s solution can streamline investor risk profiling, as well as
enable financial institutions to improve their investment decision-making on behalf of their clients by
using additional behavioral and social insights.
Riskifier is privileged to have ERI as the first partner to accompany it in its start-up journey and help
people take better investment decisions. Riskifier highly values ERI’s openness and commitment to
innovation and looks forward to an ongoing collaboration.
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About ERI
ERI is an international company specialising in the design, development, distribution and support of
the integrated, real-time banking and wealth management software package: OLYMPIC Banking
System®. Operating in many of the major financial centres, ERI is present in Geneva, Zurich, Lugano,
London, Luxembourg, Singapore, and Paris. ERI is focused on providing comprehensive, quality,
software with effective system implementation assistance and efficient on-going maintenance and
support for clients worldwide. More than 300 banks and financial institutions across over 50 countries
in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, the Americas and Asia have already chosen the OLYMPIC
Banking System®.

About Riskifier
Riskifier, a Swiss RegTech start-up, is a F10 Fintech Incubator & Accelerator Alumni, has been selected into the
Global 100 innovative RegTech list of FinTech Global, and offers MiFID II investor risk profiling with behavioral
and social insights. Riskifier puts investor protection as well as the unique values and preferences of investors at
the core of its offering – providing financial institutions with client centric solutions to not only determine individual
investor personality, but to also tailor the product shelf to client interest.
.

